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Physics of superconductors

Application to detectors

Future prospects



Superconductivity
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2. Exclusion of 

magnetic field

3. Strong decrease of 

specific heat

1. Zero resistance for T<Tc
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Quantum phenomenon + Collective phenomenon
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Microscopic pairing mechanism:

Cooper pairs



Disordered materials
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Amorphous

Limit : 

grain size = atomic scale

TEM

X-Ray Diffraction
NbSi samples



Disordered materials
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Disorder potential (random)
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Disorder enhances

Coulomb interaction

The physics of superconducitivity in disordered materials deals with the interplay of 

electron localization effects, Coulomb interactions and Cooper pair formation.

Different types of novel electronic phenomena are expected, e.g. Cooper pair 

insulators, many-body-localization etc.

Ongoing project: ANR CP-Insulators



Superconductors and insulators
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Nb18Si82

Phase transitions 

between different

ground states
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NbSi thin films 

Synthesis
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NbSi applied to detectors



SIT in NbSi applied to detectors
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SIT in NbSi applied to detectors
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SIT in NbSi applied to detectors
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SIT in NbSi applied to detectors
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SIT in NbSi applied to detectors
Massive bolometers

NbSi spiral sensor

NbSi TES layers evaporated on massive crystals.

In the frame of the EDELWEISS project for dark

matter research, 200 g Ge crystals combined to

spiral-shaped TES were developed.

5 eV baseline resolution has been be demonstrated

using “Neganov-Luke” amplification.

Ge crystal
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Detector with NbSi phonon sensor

n Ge crystal h20 m m  phi 48 m m  (196 g Ge)

n NbSi Transit ion Edge Sensor:  sensit iv ity  to atherm al phonons

n 100 nm  thick,  20m m  diam . spiral NbSi sensor lithographed on top surface

n Elect rode on top/ bot tom  surfaces:  Al gr id with 4%  coverage

n Transit ion between 0 ->  1 kOhm at  44 m K

n s< 1 1 0  eV, 5  eV ee a t  6 6 V b ias 

June 15th, 2021 EXCESS in Edelweiss (+ Ricochet  Ge)  detectors
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High Voltage: Exploring DM-electron/nucleus interactions with near single-electron sensitivity achieved 

in massive bolometers operated underground (low-background environment ~ 1 - 0.1 DRU).

Goal #4: Operation at high voltage (~100 V)

First EDELWEISS DM-electron scattering and absorption results expected by fall 2019.
J. Billard (IPNL) 10

Institut für KernphysikBernhard Siebenborn - EDELWEISS dark matter search

EDELWEISS R&D: heat sensors
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NbSi transition edge sensor
NbSi TES on thermal chip:

high impedance

on sapphire or germanium chip

should reach <10 eV resolution (RMS) 

with standard JFET pre-amplifiers 

S. Marnieros, HDR (2014)

http://hal.in2p3.fr/tel-01088881/document

Ph y sics d a t a  

an a ly s is o n g o in g



Single-electron detection in Ge crystals
Application to Astroparticle physics (dark matter, neutrino detection…) 
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Development of a detector using a sensor similar to SNSPD

Goal : Single-electron detection (instead of single-photon detection for SNSPD)

Superconducting Single Electron Device : SSED

A particle or a photon interacting 

with a germanium target will 

create excited charges that can 

drift through the crystal

We collect and measure these 

charges with a “SSED” sensor

Single electron resolution on a 

massive Ge crystal has never 

been achieved worldwide.



Al coating

Ge

SSED detector design
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SSED sensor & top biasing

Bottom & side biasing Al 

electrode
Ge crystal : diameter = 30 mm, height = 10 mm

Electric-field lines into the Ge:

excited charges will drift along 

these lines and hit the SSED

An electric-field applied to the Ge crystal will bring the charges into the SSED



Al coating

Ge

SSED detector R&D
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3 mm

Bonding pads
1-10 mm wide SSED line

Energy released by a charge into a SSED line ≈ 1 eV 

R&D on progress to realize SSED lines with single-charge resolution

Optimizing the SSED:

• choice of the superconductor to 

maximize SSED sensitivity

• 20 mK operating temperature to 

combine SSED and calorimetric 

read-out

• Development of a dedicated 

read-out using HEMT transistors



SSED detector R&D
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First prototypes realized recently 

using NbSi superconducting SSED 

10 x 10 mm2 NbSi resistivity
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NbSi film operating below Tc

10 mm NbSi SSED line

Emerging R&D…

… preliminary results expected in 

the coming months



Superconducting nanowires
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Superconducting nanowire single photon detector (SNSPD)

Natarajan et al., Supercond.Sci.Technol. 25 (2012)

Marsili et al., Nano Lett. 11 (2011)



Superconducting nanowires
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Superconducting nanowires
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Nanowire with a 200 nm wide channel



Proposals for dark matter detetction
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Dark matter of MeV to GeV mass with graphene:

Sensitivity is perhaps comparable to Si and Ge 

targets

Hochberg et al., Physics Letters B 772 (2017)

Directional detection of dark matter particles in Mev

rane with an array of parallel carbon nanotubes

Cavoto et al., Physics Letters B 776 (2018)

For sub-Mev range, superconductors can outperform electron

ionization techniques.

Hochberg et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 011301 (2016)



Dark matter detectors using superconductors
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WSi superconductor nanowire
1550 nm wavelength, ~0.8 eV



Josephson junctions
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Axions can transform into photons
In the barrier and re-emerge as
axions.



Conclusion
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Superconductors have various applications in detection of matter and radiation.

The main questions are:

Which materials are interesting? What geometry of device is appropriate for a 

given application? What are the energy scales required?


